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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Azimuth Resources Limited (Azimuth) and Troy Resources Limited (Troy).
Summary of information: This presentation contains general and background information about Troy’s and Azimuth’s activities current as at the date of the presentation and should not be considered to be comprehensive or to comprise all
the information that an investor should consider when making an investment decision. The information is provided in summary form, has not been independently verified, and should not be considered to be comprehensive or complete. It
should be read solely in conjunction with the oral briefing provided by Troy and Azimuth and all other documents provided to you by Troy and Azimuth. Neither of Troy or Azimuth is responsible for providing updated information and
assumes no responsibility to do so.
Not financial product advice: This presentation is not financial product, investment advice or a recommendation to acquire Troy or Azimuth securities and has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or
needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs, and seek legal, taxation and
financial advice appropriate to their jurisdiction and circumstances. Neither of Troy or Azimuth is licensed to provide financial product advice in respect of its securities or any other financial products. Cooling off rights do not apply to the
acquisition of Troy or Azimuth securities. Each of Troy and Azimuth assume that the recipient is capable of making its own independent assessment, without reliance on this document, of the information and any potential investment and will
conduct its own investigation.
Disclaimer: Each of Troy and Azimuth and their related bodies corporate and each of their respective directors, agents, officers, employees and advisers expressly disclaim, to the maximum extent permitted by law, all liabilities (however
caused, including negligence) in respect of, make no representations regarding, and take no responsibility for, any part of this presentation and make no representation or warranty as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of
any information, statements, opinions, conclusions or representations contained in this presentation. In particular, this presentation does not constitute, and shall not be relied upon as, a promise, representation, warranty or guarantee as to
the past, present or the future performance of Troy or Azimuth or the combined entity if the transaction the subject of the presentation is successful.
Forward looking statements: This announcement contains “forward-looking statements” and “forward-looking information”, including statements with respect to the completion of the offer, the benefit of the offer, the timing of the offer and
the bridge funding. Such information is based on assumptions and judgements of management regarding future events and results. Often, but not always, forward-looking information can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”,
“expects”, “is expected”, “is expecting”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates”, or “believes”, or variations (including negative variations) of such words and phrases, or state that certain actions, events or
results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might”, or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved. The purpose of forward-looking information is to provide the audience with information about management’s expectations and plans. Readers are cautioned
that forward-looking information involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Troy, Azimuth and/or their subsidiaries to be materially different from
any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking information. Such factors include, among others, inability to complete the offer, including due to the inability to satisfy conditions to the offer,
changes in market conditions, future prices of gold and silver, the actual results of current production, development and/or exploration activities, changes in project parameters as plans continue to be refined, variations in grade or recovery
rates, plant and/or equipment failure, the possibility of cost overruns, as well as those factors disclosed in Azimuth and Troy's filed documents. There can be no assurance that the offer or either Azimuth or Troy’s plans will proceed as
planned or that they will be successfully completed within expected time limits and budgets or that, when completed, expected production levels will be achieved.
Forward-looking information and statements are based on the reasonable assumptions, estimates, analysis and opinions of management made in light of its experience and its perception of trends, current conditions and expected
developments, as well as other factors that management believes to be relevant and reasonable in the circumstances at the date such statements are made, but which may prove to be incorrect. Troy and Azimuth believe that the
assumptions and expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements and information are reasonable. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive of all factors and assumptions which may have been used. Troy and
Azimuth do not undertake to update any forward-looking information or statements, except in accordance with applicable securities laws.
Not an offer: This presentation is not, and should not be considered as, an offer or an invitation to acquire securities in Troy or Azimuth or any other financial products and neither this document nor any of its contents will form the basis of
any contract or commitment. This presentation is not a prospectus. Offers of securities in Troy or Azimuth will only be made in places in which, or to persons to whom it would be lawful to make such offers. This presentation must not be
disclosed to any other party and does not carry any right of publication. Neither this presentation nor any of its contents may be reproduced or used for any other purpose without the prior written consent of Troy and Azimuth.
No Distribution in the US: This investor presentation is not an offer of securities for sale in the United States. Any securities to be issued by Troy or Azimuth have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (the "US Securities Act") and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an exemption from registration under the US Securities Act. No public offer of the securities is being made in the United States
and the information contained herein does not constitute an offer of securities for sale in the United States. This investor presentation is not for distribution directly or indirectly in or into the United States or to US persons.
Monetary values: Unless otherwise stated, all dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$). The information in this presentation remains subject to change without notice.
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Azimuth Resources
• ASX/TSX Gold explorer focused in Guyana, South

America, an English speaking country with modern
Canadian/Australian style mining act
• Over 1.6 million ounces of high grade (3.1g/t Au), near
surface inferred gold resources at the West Omai
project, comprising the Smarts and Hicks deposits
• Engineering scoping study completed
• Infill drilling of Smarts deposit underway
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Troy Resources
• ASX/TSX profitable South America focused gold producer
• Two operating gold mines
• Andorinhas, Para State, Brazil
• Casposo, San Juan Province, Argentina

• Dividend payer: 13 cash dividends over the last 13 years
• Track record of building mines quickly and at low cost

•Source:
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Troy Resources Limited

Troy Resources Friendly Takeover of Azimuth Resources
• Off-market takeover offer, recommended by Azimuth Board and CEO
• One new Troy share for every 5.695 Azimuth shares, an implied offer value or
A$0.437 per Azimuth share1
• Offer subject to 90% minimum acceptance condition
• Current Troy and Azimuth shareholders will hold 55 per cent and 45 per cent
respectively of the enlarged Troy2
• Combined cash and cash equivalents of A$46 million as at 31 December 20123
• Troy has provided Azimuth with a A$10 million, 12-month Convertible Note Facility4
• Offer closes 14 June, 2013, unless extended or withdrawn
1.
2.
3.
4.

Based on Troy’s closing share price of A$2.49 as at 27 March 2013
On the basis of ordinary shares and prior to any consideration provided for Azimuth options
Based on Troy’s cash and cash equivalents of A$41.5m as at 31 December 2012 and Azimuth’s cash of A$4.5m as at 31 December 2012
Please refer to accompanying ASX announcement dated 28 March 2013 for summary of key terms of the convertible note facility
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Troy Resources Takeover of Azimuth Resources
For Azimuth:
• Immediate and competitive funding for continued exploration and infill drilling
• Improved access to funding required to develop West Omai projects
• Access to Troy’s development and operational capability
• Continued exposure to exploration upside
For Troy:
• Expansion of South American based projects into a new jurisdiction
• High grade resource base with significant exploration potential
• Strong complementary management team
• Excellent opportunity to apply Troy’s core skills – economic project development
• Enhanced market position & re-rating potential
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Guyana – a GOLDEN opportunity
A mining friendly jurisdiction…
•
•
•
•
•

Stable democracy of only 750,000 people
English speaking and English-based law
Modern Australian/Canadian-style Mining Act
30% corporate tax and 5-8% Au royalty
2 gold peers signed mineral development agreements in late 2011

…with a history of production and exploration…
Over 430,000 ozs recorded annual artisanal gold production (2012)
• Omai gold mine produced 3.7Moz to 2005
• Newmont, Teck, Guyana Goldfields, Sandspring Resources and
TSX juniors
•

…and no land conflict issues on AZH projects.
No villages, towns or farms
• No illegal miners
•
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Azimuth - Location of Projects – Greenstone belt
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Exploration along 240km of strike of the Guiana Shield
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Azimuth – West Omai Mineral Resources
February 2013 Resource (1.0g/tAu cut-off)
Tonnes
(millions)

Grade
(g/t Au)

Metal
(million oz
Au)

Deposit

Category

Smarts

Inferred

8.1

4.2

1.08

Hicks

Inferred

8.7

2.0

0.57

Total

Inferred

16.7

3.1

1.65

•Put a picture of a drill rig here?

February 2013 Smarts Resource (2.0g/tAu cut-off)
Using a 2 g/t Au cut-off ,
Smarts remains close to a
million ounce resource at
an outstanding 5.1g/t Au.
•
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Deposit

Category

Smarts

Inferred

Full details of Azimuth’s mineral resource estimates are available on www.sedar.com

Tonnes
(millions)

Grade
(g/t Au)

Metal
(million oz
Au)

5.9

5.1

0.98

Azimuth - Smarts Metallurgical Results
Clean Metallurgy with high gravity recovery
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Gravity Recovery %

Overall Recovery %

Primary

30 - 60%

92 -95%

Oxide

49%

97%

Azimuth - Preliminary Engineering Studies undertaken
• Land tenure verified
• Resource update completed and preliminary pit shells designed (RungePincockMinarco)
• Preliminary geotechnical studies undertaken to determine pit wall angles & grind requirements
• Baseline environmental and social studies completed
• Detailed metallurgical testwork undertaken (Ammtec)
• Au recoveries (overall) ~92% , gravity Au recovery: Smarts ~50%, Hicks ~30%
• Further work to improve recoveries
• Preliminary plant & infrastructure design undertaken (Mintrex)
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Troy - Track record of building low cost mines quickly
• 1999 Acquired the Sandstone Project in Western Australia
• Developed a profitable operation with 3 pits feeding a centralised plant that produced for a decade through 2010

• 2002 Acquired the Sertão Project in Brazil
• Developed a highly profitable high-grade open pit mine. Initial capital to first production of just US$9m

• 2007 Acquired the Andorinhas Project in Northern Brazil
• Moved the Sertão plant 1000kms to the north and established an open cut and processing plant with initial

capital of just US$20m
• Commenced underground mining in 2008

• 2009 Acquired the Casposo gold and silver project in Argentina
• Previous owner had completed a prefeasibility study estimating capital to first production of US$86.5. Troy built

the operation for US$45m.
• Merrill Crowe plant for silver recover
• Commenced underground development in 2012
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Troy 2012 – A Year of Breaking Records
• Gold Production up 67% to 119,621oz @ US$472/oz net of silver credits
• Record gold equivalent production up 79% to 137,457oz @ US$625/oz gold equivalent
(Au_Eq)
• Record revenue up 104% to A$208.6M
• Record PAT up 115% to A$31.4M
• Debt free with A$38.4M cash on hand at 31 December 2012
• Declared 13th Fully Franked Cash Dividend of 10cps (up 67%)
• Record exploration spend up 87% to $16.5M
• H1 (31 December, 2012) PAT of AUS$13.5M
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New Resource Area Focused on First 500m of 1.5km Structure
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Lagoa Seca – Reforestation Program

•REFORESTATION AREA

•LAGOA SECA PIT

•Total Area ~ 92ha: Over 25,000 native hardwood saplings planted to date.

Andorinhas – Reforestation Program

•Mahogany Saplings
•Nursery at the Andorinhas Mine – Capacity varies between 6,000 and 40,000 indigenous hardwood
saplings depending on season and planting activities.

The New Troy
Takeover Offer
• Finalise Takeover – offer closes 14th June 2013
Guyana
• Target Pre-Feasibility Study by end 2013:
• Resource conversion in high grade area of Smarts
• Continue engineering studies
• Continue to build gold resource inventory through exploration

•VENEZUELA

East & West Omai Projects

•GUYANA
•SURINAME
•GUYANE

•COLOMBIA

•ECUADOR

Argentina
• Commission new ball mill to increase throughput
• Commence high grade UG stoping operations this quarter
• Exploration Upside
Brazil
• Production through 2014
• Experience building and operating in the tropics
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•BRAZIL
•PERU
•BOLIVIA

•PARAGUAY

Andorinhas Mine
•CHILE

•URUGUAY

Casposo Mine
•ARGENTINA

Summary

• ASX & TSX listed
•1.65 Moz of high grade gold resources
• Exceptional exploration potential
• Geology team familiar with Guyana

•
•
•
•
•

• ASX & TSX listed
• Existing operations in South America
• Credit lines established
• Project development expertise
• Operational expertise

Profitable gold producer focused on high grade resources in South America
Projects in Brazil, Argentina and Guyana
Producer with development pipeline and exploration upside
Leveraging new prospects off existing experience and assets
ASX & TSX listed

If you are an Azimuth shareholder, your Directors recommend you accept the Troy offer, In
the absence of a superior offer, as soon as possible. The offer closes on 14th June 2013.
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Contact:

Azimuth Perth Office:

510A Hay Street, Subiaco, WA, 6008
PO Box 2030 Subiaco, WA 6904
T: +61 8 9381 2488 / F: +61 8 9388 3117
admin@azimuthresources.com.au

www.azimuthresources.com.au

Troy Perth Office:

Unit 12, 1st Floor, 11 Ventnor Avenue
West Perth, WA 6005
T: +61 8 9481 1277 / F: +61 8 9321 8237
troy@troyres.com.au

For additional information, and videos of both Azimuth’s and Troy’s assets, visit:
www.azimuthresources.com.au or www.troyresources.coma.u

